Abstract: Our voice provides salient cues about how confident we sound, which promotes inferences about how believable we are. However, the neural mechanisms involved in these social inferences are largely unknown. Employing functional magnetic resonance imaging, we examined the brain networks and individual differences underlying the evaluation of speaker believability from vocal expressions. Participants (n 5 26) listened to statements produced in a confident, unconfident, or "prosodically unmarked" (neutral) voice, and judged how believable the speaker was on a 4-point scale. We found frontal-temporal networks were activated for different levels of confidence, with the left superior and inferior frontal gyrus more activated for confident statements, the right superior temporal gyrus for unconfident expressions, and bilateral cerebellum for statements in a neutral voice. Based on listener's believability judgment, we observed increased activation in the right superior parietal lobule (SPL) associated with higher believability, while increased left posterior central gyrus (PoCG) was associated with less believability. A psychophysiological interaction analysis found that the anterior cingulate cortex and bilateral caudate were connected to the right SPL when higher believability judgments were made, while supplementary motor area was connected with the left PoCG when lower believability judgments were made. Personal characteristics, such as interpersonal reactivity and the individual tendency to trust others, modulated the brain activations and the functional connectivity when making believability judgments. In sum, our data pinpoint neural mechanisms that are involved when inferring one's believability from a speaker's voice and establish ways that these mechanisms are modulated by individual characteristics of a listener. Hum Brain Mapp 38:3732-3749, 2017.
INTRODUCTION
The human brain has evolved to recognize how the speaker communicates (e.g., with a lower pitch, louder, faster), what they communicate (e.g., a feeling of knowing or unknowing), and why (e.g., to establish trust, demonstrate knowledge, mitigate social commitment). Deciphering and inferring meaning from vocal and other nonverbal cues is of great importance to adaptive social functioning [Marsh and Blair, 2008; Hooker and Park, 2002; McCann and Pepp e, 2003 ]. For example, judging how (un)believable another person is drives generosity and trust when making economic decisions [e.g., van't Wout and Sanfey, 2008] and the selection of cooperation partners in daily life [e.g., Cosmides and Tooby, 1992] . However, the neural mechanisms responsible for evaluating the interpersonal stance, attitudes, or mental state of a speaker from their voice have received little attention [Hensel et al., 2013; Mitchell and Ross, 2013; Pell, 2007] . This study aims to foster understanding of how social inferences are made from vocal cues by using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Specifically, our goal was to illuminate the neural systems involved in evaluating speaker believability and trust, in contexts where the speaker provides explicit vocal cues signaling their level of confidence (confident or unconfident expressions) and in other ubiquitous social situations in which believability must be inferred from a "neutral" (prosodically unmarked) speaking voice [Hensel et al., 2013] .
Neurocognitive Systems Supporting Social Inference From Communicative Signals
The neural mechanisms underlying social inference have been mainly investigated in the context of interpreting visual action representations (e.g., grasp a cup) or verbally described behaviors referring to task goals and long-term intentions [e.g., prepare a wedding, see Van Overwalle, 2009; Van Overwalle and Baetens, 2009 for reviews; Van Overwalle and Vandekerckhove, 2013] . Current evidence suggests that two neurocognitive systems support social inference: the mentalizing network and the mirroring network [Van Overwalle, 2009; Van Overwalle and Baetens, 2009] . The mirroring network involves the reading of other person's nonverbal behaviors and movements, and recognizing the goal of the perceived action by matching it to a representation in memory of our own action [e.g., Keysers and Gazzola, 2007] . It allows one to rapidly and intuitively sense the other person's goals on the basis of low-level behavioral input [e.g., Calvo-Merino et al., 2005] and includes the anterior intraparietal sulcus (aIPS) and the premotor cortex (PMC) [Gallese et al., 2004; Keysers and Gazzola, 2007; Tunik et al., 2007] . The aIPS and PMC receive input from the superior temporal sulcus (STS), which serves to parse the motion or auditory input (speech) into a sequence of coherent and meaningful (temporal) units [Redcay, 2008] .
The mentalizing (or "theory of mind") network enables humans to understand mental states, in oneself or others, which underlie overt behavior [e.g., Amodio and Frith, 2006; Gallagher and Frith, 2003] . It requires the separation of one's own mental perspective from that of others. This system includes the posterior medial structure precuneus (PC) and the medial prefrontal area of mPFC, and the temporo-parietal junction (TPJ). The TPJ seems crucial for the representation of temporary goals and intentions [Saxe and Powell, 2006; Van Overwalle and Baeten, 2009 ]. The mPFC is responsible for reasoning about actions and judgments, including goals and intentions [Keysers and Gazzola, 2007 ; Van der Cruyssen et al., 2009] , and is more related to the attribution of enduring traits and qualities about the self and other people [Van Overwalle, 2009] .
When believability inferences are made from nonverbal stimuli such as faces, Winston et al. [2002] discovered that the right STS is responsible for coding unbelievable faces when the believability level was judged explicitly, while the right amygdala and right insula were involved regardless of whether the participants' attention was guided to these features or not. Differential activations observed when attention was guided towards or away from the stimuli suggest that believability judgments engender an automatic, emotional process and intentional social inferences [Adolphs, 2002; see Bzdok et al., 2011a see Bzdok et al., , 2011b . Recent work further demonstrated that when one evaluated a character's believability based on their dynamic facial/bodily expressions during the answer of a trivia question, the activity in the mentalizing network (TPJ; mPFC) was correlated [Kuhlen et al., 2015] . These findings point to neural circuitry that is likely involved in believability judgments, although few studies have used evidence from vocal behavior to understand how the mirroring and mentalizing networks are engaged when accessing a speaker's mental state and evaluating their believability.
Neural Circuits of Processing Sociocommunicative Meaning From Vocal Signals
Recent advancements in fMRI have revealed the neural pathways underlying the processing of vocal expressions of emotional signals [Fr€ uhholz et al., 2016; Schirmer and Kotz, 2006; Wildgruber et al., 2009] . The superior temporal gyrus (STG) registers the unfolding of relevant acoustic affective cues over time, and serves to integrate this information in the form of an auditory percept; the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) then functions to integrate emotionally relevant sound features provided by the STG via dorsal and ventral connections, allowing sounds to be categorized according to their social meaning and affective weights [Fr€ uhholz and Grandjean, 2013b; Fr€ uhholz et al., 2015; Sammler et al., 2015; Schirmer and Kotz, 2006] . In addition, the mPFC is involved in vocal emotion processing; it supports emotional and social functions related to interpersonal communication and understanding, permitting increased emotional appraisal and evaluation processes (especially the dorsal-caudal part) Wildgruber et al., 2009] . Subcortical regions such as the basal ganglia (BG), especially the dorsal BG (caudate), are involved in temporal prediction and decoding of acoustic variation in vocal expressions to facilitate the decoding of emotional meaning [Kotz and Schwartze, 2010; Kotz et al., 2009; Pell and Leonard, 2003] . Recent studies have also suggested a link between cerebellar function [Van Overwalle et al., 2014; Schwartze and Kotz, 2016] and social perception of speech signals; for example, the cerebellum may temporally code the auditory input and prepare segmented information in speech for further integration [Schwartze and Kotz, 2016] . The cerebellum seems to be particularly activated in tasks that involve abstracting and mentalizing other's behaviors, in particular those described in terms of traits or permanent characteristics that are not concrete Van Overwalle et al., 2014] .
However, as underscored earlier, vocal signals convey more than emotions. Studies on processing social meaning in the tone of voice have focused on vocal attractiveness [Bestelmeyer et al., 2012] , warnings and hesitation [Hellbernd and Sammler, 2016; Sammler et al., 2015] , politeness [Pell, 2007] , confidence [Jiang and Pell, 2015; Pell, 2007] , and sincerity [Rigoulot et al., 2014] . Clinical studies suggest a general role for the right hemisphere and BG in prosodic change that induces mental state processing Pell, 2007] . For example, Pell [2007] provided the first evidence that focal right hemisphere damage impairs the ability to infer graded meanings from vocally expressed confidence or politeness when evaluating recorded statements (see Monetta et al. [2008] for related insights from Parkinson's disease). Using a passive listening task, an fMRI study revealed that increased levels of vocal attractiveness (independently judged) were associated with increased activations in the left middle occipital cortex and bilateral fusiform; in contrast, decreased levels of vocal attractiveness were associated with BOLD signal increases in bilateral superior temporal gyrus (STG) and right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) [Bestelmeyer et al., 2012] . In another study comparing responses to vocal expressions of basic emotion (e.g., happiness, anger) with more complex, mixed emotions (pride, guilt, boredom; Alba-Ferrara et al. [2011] ) from utterances that took the form of numbered lists, the mPFC, frontal operculum, and left insula were activated to a greater extent for the complex emotions.
One of the critical functions of vocal signals is to imply speaker trustworthiness and believability Schweinberger et al., 2014] , cues that can shape certain aspects of subsequent discourse [such as persuasion, Chebat and Hedhi, 2007; Gelinas-Chebat et al., 1996] . This raises the question of what neural systems are recruited by confidence-related vocal cues to generate believability inferences in the absence of visual information. Vocal cues that mark differences in a speaker's confidence level, or "feeling of knowing" as they speak, are known to have distinct acoustic configurations; high speaker confidence is associated with short and infrequent pauses, increased loudness and speaker rate, and typically a fall in intonation contour at the end of the utterance. In contrast, low speaker confidence (doubt) is associated with rising intonation and elevated pitch, changes in vocal quality, and more frequent pause Pell, 2015, 2017] . Listeners also routinely evaluate the believability of those who make statements in a relatively neutral tone, that is, from utterances which do not contain salient vocal cues that betray the speaker's feeling of knowing as they speak (prosodically unmarked utterances are comparatively faster and exhibit less pitch and loudness modulation than confidence expressions, Jiang and Pell, 2017] . Recent EEG studies show that the brain rapidly attunes to the value of explicit vocal cues in speech that refer to a speaker's confidence level, differentiating highly confident and unconfident voices in the first 200 ms of speech processing, emphasizing that vocal confidence expressions are highly salient and quickly incorporated into a speaker representation [Jiang and Pell, 2015 , 2016a , 2016b . Moreover, neural responses are qualitatively different and occur much later when listeners evaluate speaker confidence from the same statements produced in a prosodically unmarked tone, implying that this context for inferring speaker believability relies on distinct neurocognitive mechanisms [Jiang and Pell, 2015] , although additional work using complementary neuroinvestigative methods is needed.
This Study
This study is the first to document the neural underpinnings that allow listeners to infer believability from vocal expressions, building on previous work that described vocal confidence using perceptual acoustic [Jiang and Pell, 2017] , EEGs [Jiang and Pell, 2015 , 2016a , 2016b , and neuropsychological approaches Pell, 2007] . Three principal questions were explored.
First, we sought new insights into the behavioral and neural substrates which differentiate vocal expressions of different levels of confidence in a believability inference task, given the intimate link between vocal expressed confidence and speaker believability [Buller & Buergoon, 1986; Demeure et al., 2011] . Here, listeners were asked to rate the speaker's believability from "prosodically marked" statements containing overt vocal expressions of confidence (confident, unconfident) and identical "prosodically unmarked" statements produced in a neutral manner that did not attempt to vocally validate or disconfirm the content of the utterance. Behaviorally, we predicted that both confident and neutral expressions would be rated as more believable than unconfident expressions Pell, 2015, 2017] , and that the unmarked neutral statements might sound similar or equal in believability to confident statements, given that they were judged to be "close-toconfident" in a previous study [Jiang and Pell, 2015] . Evaluating prosodically marked (confident vs unconfident) expressions should lead to differential activations in the IFG and right STG [Fr€ uhholz and Grandjean, 2013b] . The right IFG participates in prosodic processing Sammler et al., 2015; Schirmer and Kotz, 2006] , especially in tasks emphasizing explicit evaluation of vocal information [Wildgruber et al., 2009; Ethofer et al., 2009] , whereas the right STG is known to detect acoustic changes underlying vocal expressions [Fr€ uhholz et al., 2016] . Although confident and prosodically unmarked neutral expressions should both promote impressions of high confidence and believability Pell, 2015, 2017] , it is predicted that social impressions formed in each voice condition will implicate distinct neural circuitry. Unlike a confident voice, which provides salient cues that facilitate social believability inferences, neutral voices can be interpreted in various ways in different social contexts and should impose additional inferential demands [Hensel et al., 2013] . We therefore hypothesized that person mentalizing and mirroring networks [Van Overwalle, 2009] would be activated to a greater extent for prosodically unmarked versus vocal confidence expressions in our task.
The second objective of our study was to establish the neural networks that lead to (un)believability inferences about a speaker from vocal cues. To this aim, we undertook analyses that would identify regions parametrically associated with the participants' responses, either positively or negatively [Kuhlen et al., 2015] . We predicted that believability judgments would be strongly associated with the parietal network. As part of the dorsal attention network [Liao et al., 2010] , the parietal regions are involved in action observation and imitation [Molenberghs et al., 2012] , showing larger activation for statements judged to be more believable. For example, the left PoCG has been linked to lie perception, showing larger activation for statements judged to be less believable [Wu et al., 2011] . The BG, especially the bilateral caudate, may also play an important role in believability inferences; BG activity is known to increase according to one's trust bias toward a communicative partner (Black vs White individual) [Stanley et al., 2012] and functional impairment of BG negatively impacts on the derivation of speaker meaning from vocal cues [Monetta et al., 2011] .
Third, we sought to characterize the role of mentalizing and mirroring networks in speech-related believability judgments, as has been investigated in reference to facial expressions and bodily postures [Kuhlen et al., 2015] . In conditions that are inference-demanding, we predicted that the circuitry activated by believability judgments would overlap with key brain regions engaged by these social inference networks. Moreover, individual differences that affect social interactions, such as one's interpersonal sensitivity to others [Davis, 1983] and tendency to trust [Rotter, 1967] , are likely to predict networks for decoding vocal expressions that promote believability inferences [Frank et al., 2015; Jiang and Pell, 2016a,b; Li et al., 2014] . Including analyses of individual differences will provide new insight regarding how personal characteristics relevant to inferring believability affect the neural systems for rendering these judgments based on vocal expressions.
METHODS

Participants
Twenty-six right-handed native English speakers participated in the fMRI study (See Table I for demographic profiles). No participants reported a history of neurological or psychiatric disorder, nor any serious medical condition. None reported a history of hearing or speech-language disorder. Widely used personality inventories including an Interpersonal Reactivity Index Scale (IRI) [Davis, 1983] and Interpersonal Trust Scale (ITS) [Rotter, 1967] were administered after fMRI scanning. The IRI scale includes 28 items of 5-point Likert Scale from "does not describe me well" to "describes me very well." The four subscales measure cognitive (perspective-taking, fantasy) and affective (empathic concern, personal distress) aspects of interpersonal sensitivity [Davis, 1983] . The ITS scale includes 25 items of 5-pt Likert Scale from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree." The ITS measures one's expectation that the behavior, promises, or statements of other individuals can be relied upon. Items cover a range of social interactions with different individuals, including parents, sales people, the judiciary, people in general, political figures, and media. Most items deal with the credibility of social agents, but some cover general optimism about the future of society. The internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha) was 0.82 for IRI total score (M 5 93.92 6 12.25) and 0.81 for ITS (M 5 79.56 6 11.27). The study was performed according to the ethical procedure approved by the Montreal Neurological Institute and Hospital and the McGill University Faculty of Medicine. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants at study onset.
Materials and Designs
Ninety statements produced in a confident, unconfident, or prosodically unmarked voice by two Canadian-English speakers (1 female and 1 male) were selected from a perceptually validated vocal database of confidence expressions [Jiang and Pell, 2014; 2017] . In previous studies, these recordings showed robust differences in both their acoustic profiles and neurophysiological responses [Jiang and Pell, 2015 , 2016a , 2016b . All stimuli were short personal-knowledge statements (They are renting a cottage) or personal opinions (She'll do a good job). The intended confidence was validated by an independent group of listeners who did not participate in the fMRI study ( Table   TABLE I II). Another 180 stimuli produced in other English accents (Canadian-French and Australian) were part of the design. All 270 stimuli were fully mixed and presented with the critical vocal expressions in each run. The results for these accented vocal expressions were not the focus of this study and are reported in a companion study (Jiang, Sanford, Pell, in preparation) . Each participant received a different sequence of stimuli. The sequences were pseudorandomized such that no more than three consecutive trials were spoken in the same level of confidence. Following each vocal stimulus, the participants were asked to judge how believable the speaker was on a 4-point scale from 1 "not at all believable" to 4 "very much believable." The meaning of the scale was reversed in half of the participants and balanced by listener sex.
Scanning Parameters
Scanning was performed on the same 3-T Siemens Imager with a 32-channel head coil. Structural T1-weighted anatomical images were first acquired for anatomical reference for each participant (repetition time (TR)/echo time (TE)/ inversion time (TI) 5 2300/2.98/900 ms, flip angle 5 98, and voxel size 5 1 3 1 3 1 mm 3 ). Six functional echo-planar runs were then acquired for each participant. Each functional run contained 41 slices with 53 volumes with wholehead interleaved acquisition (TR/TE 5 8000/30 ms, flip angle 5 908, and voxel size: 3.5 3 3.5 3 3.5 mm 3 ). Each functional scan used a sparse-sampling paradigm, which minimizes the influence of the BOLD response due to scanner noise [Belin et al., 1999] . This paradigm takes advantage of the 4-6 s delay in the hemodynamic response peak following the stimulus [Gaab et al., 2007] .
Task Procedure
Volumes were acquired every 8 s and lasted for 2.5 s after the presentation of the vocal expressions. Each vocal stimulus was presented during the silent periods between acquisitions. The vocal stimuli were preceded by a fixation of 0.5 s and followed by a 1 s rating scale, signaling the participant to rate how believable the speaker sounded for that trial. The participants were instructed to respond between the signaling screen and the fixation of the next trial. The vocal stimuli varied in length (M 5 1.67 s, from 1.27 to 3.09 s). The onset of vocal stimuli was jittered such that the center point of each vocal expression was 4.25 s from the middle of the subsequent scanning period [Rodd et al., 2005] . Thirty null events were randomly mixed with the vocal events, including three null events at the start of each run [Bach et al., 2008; Fecteau et al., 2004] . Null events had the same trial length as the vocal stimuli, except that no sound was played. The whole scanning session consisted of six runs with the same stimuli composition, with each lasting about 7 min in its entirety.
Data Analysis
To analyze the fMRI data, tools from the Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Brain software library (FSL) were utilized . The following preprocessing steps were applied to all scans for each participant across the runs: brain extraction [Smith, 2002] ; motion correction using MCFLIRT [Jenkinson and Smith, 2001] ; spatial smoothing with a 5 mm FWHM isotropic Gaussian kernel; and high-pass temporal filtering at 1/100 Hz. For each run, the first three volumes were removed to allow for stabilization of magnetization. Each participant's fMRI scan was then linearly registered to their corresponding T1-weighted structural MRI using a six-parameter rigid-body transformation. This was followed by nonlinear registration to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)-152 standard space [Mazziotta et al., 2001] . The resulting transformations were combined to transform all functional images into the MNI152 standard space. Owing to unacceptable registration quality to the standard space, one participant was removed from further analysis.
A whole-brain general linear model (GLM)-based statistical analysis of the blood-oxygen-level-dependent signal (BOLD) was performed on a voxel-wise basis [Worsley and Friston, 1995] . The first-level analysis used FSL FILM with local autocorrelation correction for GLM time series analysis [Woolrich et al., 2001] . Two separate models were built to assess BOLD signal as a function of the confidence levels and participant's believability responses. The first model focused on the correlation between the BOLD signal and different levels of confidence. Each vocal stimulus was labeled as confident, unconfident or prosodically unmarked (i.e., neutral expression). These stimuli were modeled as durational events. Here, four contrasts were assessed in both directions ("Confident vs Unconfident," "Confident vs prosodically unmarked," "Unconfident vs prosodically unmarked," and "Confident 1 Unconfident vs prosodically unmarked"). The second model regressed the BOLD signal against the participant's believability response. Activations in both positive and negative correlations were tested. The participant's responses were modeled as an impulse response at the onset of the vocal stimuli [Jiang and Pell, 2015] . For all models, a binary variable indicating a null event was included as a covariate. Each variable of interest was convolved with the doublegamma hemodynamic response function (HRF). As each participant had multiple sessions with similar stimuli composition, a second-level analysis was performed to combine whole-brain statistical maps from the first-level GLM time series analysis for each participant. This utilized FSL FMRIB's Local Analysis of Mixed Effects (FLAME) to perform fixed effects analysis modeling [Beckmann et al., 2003; Woolrich et al., 2004] . Final group level analysis used FLAME to perform mixed-effects analysis with automatic outlier deweighting to capture the mean group effect in both positive and negative directions, and the effect of personality, indexed by the ITS and IRI scores, on the underlying BOLD signals.
Psychophysiological Interaction (PPI) Analysis
The whole-brain GLM analysis assessing the participant's believability response identified activity in right superior parietal lobule (SPL) and left posterior central gyrus (PoCG) as regions that were significantly associated with more and less believable judgments, respectively. Here, a psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis was conducted to assess the functional connectivity with the participant's believability response [O'Reilly et al., 2012] . We were interested in the neural networks that could be functionally connected to these regions and facilitate certain believability outcomes, for example, those involved in derivation of sociomeanings from vocal expressions (e.g., BG) [Monetta et al., 2011; Stanley et al., 2012] .
To perform the PPI analysis, a 9-mm-diameter sphere was defined centered at the peak activations in the right SPL and left PoCG. The physiological activity (i.e., time series BOLD signal) from both regions was extracted, and the BOLD signal correlation with the participant's believability response was considered psychological regressor. The first-level analysis found the interaction between the underlying physiological activity and psychological regressor. Similar to the whole-brain GLM analysis, the second-level analysis For all whole-brain GLM and PPI analysis, areas of significant activation were identified using cluster thresholding with a Z cutoff of 1.96. All models were corrected for multiple comparisons at P < 0.05 using Gaussian random field theory [Worsley et al., 2002] . Percentage signal changes for each condition in models which displayed significant effects are shown in the Supplementary Material (Supporting Information, Table S1 ).
Assessing Hypothesized Network and Region Involvement
To determine if the significant activations from the whole-brain GLM and PPI analysis involved hypothesized mirroring and mentalizing networks, dorsal and ventral pathways in prosody perception, and anterior and posterior superior, medial and inferior temporal lobes, we defined masks based on coordinates from prior reports and meta-analysis [Van Overwalle and Baetens, 2009; Van Overwalle et al., 2014; Sammler et al., 2015; Desikan et al., [Desikan et al., 2006] . All masks were applied to the corrected whole-brain results, simply to see if hypothesized networks, pathways, and regions were activated under particular effects [Kuhlen et al., 2015; Poldrack, 2007] . Tables III-V show the regions, along with their MNI coordinate, used in this study.
RESULTS
Behavioral Ratings of Speaker Believability
Linear mixed effects modeling revealed that unconfident statements had significantly lower believability ratings to confident (b 5 21.00, t 5 24.57, P < 0.0001, R 2 5 0.22) and prosodically unmarked (b 5 21.23, t 5 25.66, P < 0.0001, R 2 5 0.22, Table II) expressions. Participant responses for confident and prosodically unmarked expressions did not significantly differ. Ratings of speaker confidence interacted with the interpersonal trust score (b 5 0.04, t 5 1.96, P 5 0.05, R 2 5 0.18); ITS negatively predicted believability ratings for prosodically unmarked expressions (b 5 20.03, t 5 22.65, P 5 0.02, R 2 5 0.21) and positively predicted the ratings for unconfident expressions (b 5 0.03, t 5 2.55, P 5 0.02, R 2 5 0.23). These findings suggest that participants with less commitment of trusting others rated prosodically unmarked expressions as less believable, and unconfident expressions as more believable. No interaction was revealed between speaker confidence and Interpersonal Reactivity Index score.
fMRI Results
BOLD response to confident, unconfident, and prosodically unmarked expressions
The direct comparison between confident and unconfident expressions revealed significant activations in the left superior frontal gyrus (SFG), left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) (orbitalis), and right supplementary motor area (SMA) (Fig. 1A) . Significant activations in the right STG and right Heschl's Gyrus (HG) were revealed when unconfident was compared with confident expressions (Fig. 1B) . Table III showed the activation details.
When BOLD responses were compared between statements with overt, prosodically marked vocal cues (i.e., confident and unconfident) versus prosodically unmarked expressions, selective activations to vocally expressed confidence were observed in the left orbital medial prefrontal cortex (omPFC) and right IFG (orbitalis, Fig. 1C ). When confident and unconfident expressions were separately compared with unmarked expressions, significant activations in the right superior temporal gyrus (STG) were found for unconfident versus prosodically unmarked expressions (Fig. 1D ). No differences were revealed when confident and prosodically unmarked expressions were compared.
When prosodically unmarked statements were compared with marked expressions, significant activations were found in the medial temporo-occipital regions, including bilateral calcarine and cuneus, and right cerebellum ( Fig. 2A) . These activations were part of the person r Vocal Expression, Speaker Confidence, Believability Judgment, and fMRI r r 3739 r mentalizing and mirroring networks (cerebellum VI) and prosody pathway (left intraparietal sulcus (IPS)). Comparing prosodically unmarked versus confident expressions revealed significant activations in the bilateral cuneus, right fusiform, and right cerebellum (Fig. 2B) , whereas comparing prosodically unmarked versus unconfident expressions increased responses in the left cuneus, bilateral cerebellum (4/5), and left paracentral lobule (Fig. 2C ). Significant effects were found in the person mentalizing network (left cerebellum VI) for both contrasts, mirroring network (right aIPS) when prosodically unmarked was compared to confident, and mirroring network (right cerebellum VI) when prosodically unmarked was compared to unconfident.
BOLD Signal Correlation With Participant's Believability Response
When increased believability ratings were modeled, activations in the right SPL, extending to the right PoCG, were associated with increased speaker believability ( Fig.  3A and Table IV) . These activations overlapped with the aIPS, a region commonly associated with the mirroring network. PPI analysis assessed the regions functionally connected to the right SPL during believability judgment. Here, bilateral caudate, pallidum, ACC, and the right medial superior frontal gyrus (mSFG) were revealed to be correlated with the activity in the right SPL (Fig. 3B) .
With less believable judgments, increased activations were observed in the left PoCG extending to the left SPL (Fig. 3a) . Connectivity between left PoCG and bilateral SMA (extending into paracentral lobule) was found as believability decreased (Fig. 3C ).
Individual Difference in Interpersonal Sensitivity Score (IRI) and Interpersonal Trust Score (ITS)
The contrast between prosodically marked and unmarked expressions revealed a positive interaction with IRI score in right caudate and SMA extending into right SFG, suggesting that the frontostriatal circuit is involved in evaluating overt confidence-related vocal cues in those participants who display higher interpersonal sensitivity (Fig. 4A) (Table V) . Individual differences were shown for the functional connectivity that was positively and negatively correlated with the believability rating separately. The connectivity between right SPL and right caudate (extending into right IFG) was positively modulated by IRI score; participants who were more sensitive to interpersonal relationships showed enhanced connectivity to make more believable judgments (Fig. 4B) . Applying masks onto this result revealed that these activations were part of the dorsal prosody pathway (right IFG). The connectivity between left PoCG and bilateral caudate was also positively modulated by IRI score, with those who displayed higher interpersonal sensitivity exhibiting enhanced connectivity to render judgments of reduced believability (Fig.  4C) . The connectivity between left PoCG and bilateral ACC (which extended to left vmPFC) was positively modulated by ITS score; those who showed lower interpersonal trust displayed enhanced connectivity to render judgments of unbelievability (Fig. 4D) . Applying masks onto this result revealed an activation in the mentalizing network (mPFC).
DISCUSSION
Using fMRI, we examined the neural correlates underlying speaker believability evaluations from vocal confidence expressions produced by Canadian speakers of English. Our statements expressing speaker confidence varied only in the tone of voice and all referred to personal (rather than shared) knowledge, which means that no semantic (factual) knowledge could be used to infer believability. Overall, statements produced in a confident voice were judged to be more believable than in an unconfident voice, whereas prosodically unmarked expressions-perceived as "close-toconfident" in a previous study [Jiang & Pell, 2015] -were rated to be just as believable as confident expressions. The dissociation of confident and unconfident expressions when evaluating believability confirms that vocal confidence cues provide evidence of the correctness or truth value of a speaker's statement and the reliability of a person [Scherer et al., 1973] , whereas doubt (lack of confidence) is marked by cues that supply signs of untrustworthiness or lack of credibility [Kuhlen et al., 2015] . These findings emphasize that vocally expressed confidence is a salient source of information about speaker believability [Buller & Buergoon, 1986; Demeure et al., 2011] .
The GLM analysis based on neural data revealed dissociated brain activations underlying different levels of vocally expressed confidence, with increased frontal activity associated with confident expressions, and increased temporal activities with unconfident expressions. In contrast, medial temporo-occipital regions and cerebellum were engaged by prosodically unmarked statements versus those with overt vocal cues. The parametric analysis revealed the involvement of right SPL/PoCG in the increased believability inference, and that of left PoCG in the decreased believability inference, regardless of the form of the vocal stimulus. The PPI analysis revealed that interpersonal sensitivity modulated the connectivity between the bilateral PoCG and the BG (caudate). Below, we focus on four issues related to the Activation maps of (A) the regions surviving the contrast between prosodically marked and unmarked expression which were positively modulated by IRI total score; (B) the functional connectivity surviving the parametric analysis of increased believability with right SPL as seed region, which was modulated by IRI total score; (C,D) the functional connectivity surviving the parametric analysis of decreased believability with the left PoCG as the seed region, which was modulated by IRI total score (C) and ITS total score (D). All activations survived the threshold at cluster-level z > 1.96, P < 0.05 (GRF corrected). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
Inferring Believability From Confident/ Unconfident Voices-Frontal-Temporal Activities
Our first question is what neural networks function to decode vocal expressions of confidence. Increased activation in the left SFG and IFG (orbitalis) for confident expressions suggests the involvement of processes for salience and relevance detection and cognitive control mechanisms in the integration of these cues [e.g., Jiang and Pell, 2016b; Kouneiher et al., 2009] . A confident voice is particularly relevant to decoding speaker believability given that our task encouraged explicit evaluation of emotive information in the voice [Wildgruber et al., 2005; Ethofer et al., 2009] , thus activating orbital lateral prefrontal lobe. Looking at scalprecorded EEGs, confident voices elicited an enhanced positive response at 200 ms [Jiang and Pell, 2015] , suggesting early prioritization of attention to explicit vocal cues that signal a speaker's feeling of knowing vs. unknowing. Moreover, when listeners had to resolve incongruent messages that began with a confident vocal expression (I'm sure) followed by an unconfident statement (he has access to the building), a source-localization analysis on ERP responses identified the left SFG and left pre-SMA; this finding suggests that violating expectancies created by a confident voice requires a mental-representation update and enhanced attentional control to allow perceptual adjustment Grandjean, 2013a, 2013b; Jiang and Pell, 2016b] . Here, expressions with overt vocal cues of confidence were mixed with prosodically unmarked expressions, and as the latter were perceived as close to confident, this may well have increased the complexity of a perceptual decision [Jiang and Pell, 2015] . These findings argue for enhanced attentional effort in controlling the believability response and integrating vocal expressions with lexical context or task demand in the case of confident speech [Kotz et al., 2013; Schirmer and Kotz, 2006; Wildgruber et al., 2009] . Observed increases in right SMA activity for confident expressions could be linked to operations for speech act detection in the dorsal pathway of prosody perception [Sammler et al., 2015] ; for example, overt vocal confidence cues may be interpreted as an act of verbal persuasion [Jiang and Pell, 2015] . Given that right SMA was engaged more by participants with higher Interpersonal Reactivity (IRI) scores, our data show that a person's interpersonal awareness predicts the extent to which they detect underlying speech acts, and possibly, other interpersonal meanings intended by vocal expressions [Ethofer et al., 2006; Grandjean et al., 2005; Kotz et al., 2013; Wildgruber et al., 2005] .
The right STG and HG were more activated by unconfident expressions compared to confident and prosodically unmarked expressions, although no difference was found between the latter two types. The lack of difference between confident and prosodically unmarked expressions is consistent with current literature suggesting that, in the context of representing a speaker's feeling of knowing, prosodically unmarked voices often lead to similar conclusions about the perceived level of confidence and believability of speakers as explicit confident expressions [Jiang and Pell, 2015;  Table III ). The right STG (and its adjacent Heschl's gyrus) encodes suprasegmental information (e.g., the intonation contour of vocal expressions) as salient and acoustically complex socioemotional events [Grandjean et al., 2005; Kotz et al., 2006; Schirmer and Kotz, 2006; Wildgruber et al., 2006] . Here, the right STG activity for unconfident expressions overlapped the anterior portion of the ventral pathway in prosody perception [Sammler et al., 2015] , which analyses slow spectral changes such as melody or pitch [Sch€ onwiesner et al., 2005; Zatorre and Belin, 2001] . Acoustically, the speaker's lack of knowledge evolves over a larger time-scale and exhibits marked changes in acoustic features along this scale (e.g., deviations in speech rate, hesitations, and increased pitch height), thus primarily activating the STG during the integration of emotive vocal information.
Inferring Believability From Prosodically Unmarked Voices: Cerebellar Activity
Prosodically unmarked expressions, despite lacking explicit vocal cues of confidence [Jiang and Pell, 2014] , were rated as "close-to-confident" in one study [Jiang and Pell, 2015] and just as believable as confident expressions in this experiment overall. However, data argue that these judgments arise from distinct neural processes when statements are produced in a prosodically unmarked tone. Prosodically unmarked expressions elicited an increased rightlateralized, delayed positive deflection when compared to confident, unconfident, and close-to-confident voices [Jiang and Pell, 2015] ; this suggests that when listeners evaluate confidence or believability, the speaker meaning is derived much later from prosodically unmarked statements in light of the mismatch between overt vocal features of confidence and task requirements. Here, prosodically unmarked expressions elicited greater activation in medial temporooccipital regions, including right fusiform and left middle occipital gyrus (MOG), and cerebellum, when compared to confident or unconfident expressions Bestelmeyer et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2013 ].
There could be two possible accounts for the bilateral cerebellar activity observed when prosodically unmarked and prosodically marked expressions were compared. First, the cerebellum could be engaged in behavioral/ embodied responses to affective sounds, especially those that lead to involuntary, immediate motor responses [Fr€ uhholz et al., 2016; Laricchiuta et al., 2015; Zald and Pardo, 2002] . However, this idea runs counter to our data, which suggest that the prosodically unmarked voice reduces involuntary responses and places top-down demands on the listener to uncover the implication of a nonexpressive voice and its relevance to speaker believability. Jiang and Pell [2015] reported that prosodically unmarked utterances uniquely elicited a late positivity (beginning 900 ms after the onset of the vocal expression) and this neural response can be moderated by a listener's sex and their level of interpersonal sensitivity [Jiang and Pell, 2016a,b] . These data underscore that a timeconsuming inference about the underlying sociopragmatic function of prosodically unmarked statements is required. An alternative, more compatible view ascribes a role for the cerebellum in high-order social inference-making [Van Overwalle et al., 2014] . The (posterior) cerebellar lobules are often recruited bilaterally or unilaterally in concert with cortical regions in studies utilizing salient socioemotional stimuli (such as emotional nonsense syllable pairs, Kotz et al. [2013] ; see Stoodley and Schmahmann [2010] for a review). Van Overwalle has proposed that the cerebellum (especially the posterior portion) reflects the demand of construal level, with intensified cerebellar activity when construing persons or events with larger social distance (e.g., contrasting impersonal vs personal/ self-action) or temporal distance (e.g., contrasting distant vs close past events) [Salmi et al., 2010; Van Overwalle et al., 2014] . This activity also increases in situations which raise questions about an agent's intentions (e.g., when a communicative partner uses unfamiliar movements to reflect deception, Van Overwalle et al. [2014] ).
We have predicted that the absence of prosodic marking may encourage mentalizing and mirroring networks to participate in the inferential process. In line with the second account, applying masks from previous studies corroborated that cerebellar activation in prosodically unmarked versus marked conditions overlaps with regions used in typical person mentalizing tasks [Van Overwalle et al., 2014] . Compared with confidence and doubt, prosodically unmarked voices do not contain marked acoustic cues that bias a feeling of another's knowing, which could impose greater demands on the cerebellum to abstract the speaker (un) believability. The observation of aIPS suggests further involvement of the mirror system to infer speaker believability from prosodically unmarked statements; this system provides rapid input about the goals and intentions of observed actions to the mentalizing system for conscious reflection [Van Overwalle and Baetens, 2009] . Many previous studies looking at how actions lead to inferences about high-level goals have used verbal descriptions, which could limit the extent to which the mirror system has been implicated in such tasks [Yao et al., 2011; cf. Br€ uck et al., 2014] . The mirroring network could be more involved in processing intentions and dispositions for which the meaning is derived against the context, such as sincerity and sarcasm Pell, 2015, 2016b; Rigoulot et al., 2014] , and "neutrality" in a believability judgment task here.
Neural Networks Associated With Increasing/ Decreasing Judgments of Believability
Our parametric analysis modeling the believability responses tested whether parietal activations are modulated as listeners inferred increasing versus decreasing believability from the voice. Consistent with our hypothesis and preceding works, statements judged to be more believable led to increases in the right PoCG extending into the right SPL, whereas statements judged to be less believable increased activation in the left PoCG/left SPL. The right SPL has been reported in other tasks requiring social understanding, such as evaluating people [Hensel et al., 2013; Zysset et al., 2002] , uncovering lies [Harada et al., 2009] , detecting embarrassment and guilt [Takahashi et al., 2004] , reasoning about other's minds [Lissek et al., 2008] , and moral dilemmas [Bzdok, Schilbach et al., 2012] . As bilateral PoCG seems to be sensitive to voices with varying texture regularity or acoustic properties [Bestelmeyer et al., 2012] , it is likely that right PoCG mediates the inference that speakers are more believable from vocal cues such as pitch height and spectrotemporal regularity [Bestelmeyer et al., 2012] . Interestingly, the left PoCG is often activated during tasks for recognizing the mismatch between what is said and what is fact [Jiang and Pell, 2016b] and during lie perception [Wu et al., 2011] . Given our finding that left PoCG, and its connectivity with bilateral SMA, increased as a function of decreasing interpersonal believability-i.e., when a speaker's voice casts doubt on the validity of a statement-it can be said that this region is crucial for recognizing speech acts with a disposition of lacking honesty or trustworthiness on the part of the speaker.
It might be questioned whether speaker-related acoustic factors other than confidence expressions influenced speaker believability. Overall, male speakers were judged to be slightly more believable than female speakers, although only for confident expressions (b 5 0.26, t 5 3.07, P 5 0.005, Supporting Information, Table S2 ). However, supplementary analyses show that this speaker bias could not explain the patterns associated with speaker believability when activation differences due to the sex of the voice were modeled in the bilateral temporal gyrus and in right superior frontal gyrus ( Supporting Information, Fig. S1 ). Largely different neural networks were activated by pitch, intensity, and durational measures and by speaker believability (Supporting Information, Table S3 and Fig. S2 ). Although we found that activity in the right PoCG was negatively associated with certain acoustic features of the stimuli (pitch and voice quality), no significant mediation of the PoCG response was shown by these acoustic measures in relation to the believability judgment. The role of the bilateral parietal inferential network in building the representation of speaker characteristics based on acoustic cues awaits future examination.
Functional connectivity with these parietal activations provides additional information about the neurocognitive processes that influence the believability inference. As speakers are judged to be more believable, connectivity increased between the right SPL and the ACC and right mSFG. The existence of a linear relationship between right SPL and executive control regions, vital for initiating top-down r Jiang et al. r r 3744 r attentional control and adjusting performance based on contextual demands [Botnivick et al., 2004] , points to the gradual need for cognitive control in mediating circumstances when speakers are judged to be highly believable [Mitchell, 2013] . This may be especially true when social evaluations are made in a continuous (rather than binary) manner, as in our task. When a speaker was judged to be less believable, networks that mediate attentional resources during social reasoning (dorsal mPFC and ACC) were also more synchronized with the left PoCG, although this synchronization was dependent on an individual's tendency to trust others (e.g., trustworthiness and attractiveness) Hensel et al., 2013] . Our data supply new evidence that these frontal mechanisms guide graded decisions about the meaning of vocal cues, while showing that the ACC synchronizes with the right SPL when a speaker sounds more believable, and with the left PoCG when a speaker sounds less believable. The observation that parietal regions responding to increased vs. decreased impressions of interpersonal believability are differentially lateralized awaits further elaboration and replication.
The application of masks from the meta-analysis [Van Overwalle & Baetens, 2009 ] also confirmed that interactions between the mirroring and mentalizing networks vary according to whether speakers are judged to be more versus less believable. The more believable a speaker sounds, the more functionally synchronized were signals in the two networks (right aIPS and mPFC, respectively); however, only mentalizing regions (mPFC) were implicated in conditions when the speaker was judged to be less believable. Given that the mirroring and mentalizing systems arrive at social judgments in different ways (e.g., simulation of actions vs abstraction of durable traits), it is likely that forming a strong impression of interpersonal believability places greater demands on regions that support high-level construal processes to infer durable personal characteristics of a speaker, using simulated knowledge of actual vocal behavior as input Van Overwalle and Baetens, 2009] . In contrast, demands on the mentalizing network when judging that a speaker is not believable only increased for participants who do not tend to trust others (low ITS score). It has been noted that selfother discrepancies are generally larger for those who do not tend to believe others [Hoffman et al., 1996] . Pending additional work, our findings suggest that for individuals who display low interpersonal trust in their daily lives, judging that a speaker lacks credibility not only depends on accurate decoding of salient vocal cues that mark the speaker's lack of confidence, but also high-level inferences about the underlying intentions of the speaker.
Individual Differences and the Role of Basal Ganglia
Investigating individual differences in our study sheds new light on how contextual details, such as personality characteristics, affect social inferences based on vocal speech cues. Our discussion underscores that individual factors, such as differences in interpersonal awareness and the propensity to trust others, critically modulate neural networks underlying believability judgments and social reasoning. Of note, we found that listeners who display higher interpersonal reactivity (IRI score) selectively engage connections between the right caudate/right IFG with the right SPL when making believability judgments, suggesting that access to communicative meanings from the voice depends on a listener's interpersonal awareness and general sensitivity to social cues and relations Pell, 2016a, 2016b; Sammler et al., 2015] . In vocal communication, the caudate is sensitive to temporal patterns in sound and provides temporal predictions that reinforce meaning [Fr€ uhholz et al., 2016; Pell and Leonard, 2003; Weninger et al., 2013] , while the right IFG helps to form an integrated interpretation of prosodic patterns and their meaning as part of the dorsal pathway of prosody perception [Fr€ uhholz and Grandjean, 2013b; Sammler et al., 2015] . The right IFG in linguistic or nonlinguistic affective speech also connects temporal regions through ventral pathways [Friederici, 2011; Fr€ uhholz et al., 2015] . Our data imply that subcortical mechanisms for making predictions about the significance of temporal speech cues, and for weighing and integrating sound information in the IFC to make social judgments, are harnessed to a greater extent by listeners who report higher interpersonal sensitivity in their daily lives.
Recent EEG studies demonstrate that individuals who display higher interpersonal reactivity (IRI score) also exhibit a stronger delayed positivity (around 900-1600 ms postonset of speech) when processing utterances that encode a speaker's feeling of unknowing [Jiang and Pell, 2016a] , conflicting messages in expressed certainty [Jiang and Pell, 2016b] , or which lack specificity about who an uttered person refers to [Jiang and Zhou, 2015] . One common feature of these studies, which all report an increased response in listeners who are arguably more "socially aware," is that contextual cues are available for the listeners to reconcile speaker meaning in face of processing difficulties. If one combines these observations with our current finding that listeners with higher interpersonal sensitivity recruit the right caudate/IFG to a greater extent, we can further speculate that the BG/frontal-striatal-dorsal system plays a central role in facilitating comprehension of socioemotional meanings in the voice that contribute to different facets of social perception and theory-of-mind inferences . While functional damage to this system is known to impair social evaluation and perception of vocal cues [Dara et al., 2008; Monetta et al., 2008; Paulmann et al., 2011; Van Lancker and Sidtis, 1992 ], it appears that individuals who are highly attuned to social relations can actively recruit these mechanisms in service of complex social judgments such as interpersonal believability and trust [Stanley et al., 2012] .
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
In this study, we examined how a speaker's commitment toward what is being said (e.g., confidence and doubt) modulates the brain response when inferring speaker believability. We found that dissociated frontotemporal networks are engaged while processing confident and unconfident vocal expressions, while additional cerebellar regions were recruited when processing "prosodically unmarked" vocal expressions. When higher and lower believability judgments were made, the right SPL and left PoCG were more activated and collaborated more intimately with the regions potentially responsible for recognizing speech acts, deployment of attentional resources, and derivation of social meanings from vocal expressions. Our findings highlight the significance of the neural systems underlying social inference from the human voice. It should be noted that impressions of vocal confidence (based on perceptual data from our validation study) [Jiang and Pell, 2014] do not always map onto corresponding impressions of speaker believability; approximately 68% of confident expressions in our experiment were scored as highly believable, whereas 72% of unconfident expressions were scored as unbelievable. This emphasizes that inferring believability is at least partially distinct from the intended confidence level communicated by the speaker, as supported by arguments raised by observations in the imaging data.
Two modes of processing have been proposed to support social inference: the implicit process, which is inaccessible to consciousness and control; and the explicit, which is accessible to awareness, introspection, and control [Lieberman, 2007; Van Overwalle and Van Dekerckhove, 2013] . Neurocognitive evidence shows that the explicit and implicit evaluation of descriptions of a person's traits or personal disposition involve different temporal dynamics [Van der Cruiyssen et al., 2009; Van Duynslaeger et al., 2007] and engage similar neural regions [Hensel et al., 2013; Van Overwalle and Van Dekerckhove, 2013] . We employed an explicit task in which the personality traits of the speaker (believable or unbelievable) are judged based on implicit processing of vocal cues that signal a speaker's commitment towards a described fact or opinion, and possibly other speaker-related features [Van Overwalle and Van Dekerckhove, 2013] . Arguably, listeners conduct an evaluation of speaker confidence as an initial strategy using the frontal-temporal network in prosody perception, which is followed by further evaluation of believability in the functional network involving connections between the medial prefrontal and parietal regions. This process is dependent on a listener's interpersonal sensitivity, tendency to trust, and general attitudes toward people around them. This hypothesis awaits verification by future research that combines EEG/fMRI, that uses effective connectivity approaches such as dynamic causal modeling [Van Ackeren et al., 2016] , and in tasks involving different levels of construal as listeners infer a speaker's believability. Examining how networks for evaluating speaker believability are engaged when listening to individuals with atypical or pathological speaking behaviors (e.g., foreign-accented speech or motor speech disorders) [Wilson, 2015 ] also merits future attention.
